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SQL Workshop 3.0 SQL Workshop 3.0 TMTM Overview Overview 

SQL Workshop 3.0 is a SQL Workshop 3.0 is a powerful tool for powerful tool for 
querying, creating, and maintaining querying, creating, and maintaining 
database objectsdatabase objects. . 
SQL Workshop is the SQL Workshop is the perfect supplement perfect supplement 
when using when using Powersoft’s PowerbuilderPowersoft’s Powerbuilder, , 
Microsoft Visual BasicMicrosoft Visual Basic, or any other GUI , or any other GUI 
based development tool.based development tool.
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SQL Workshop 3.0 SQL Workshop 3.0 TMTM Overview Overview 

Most database tools are built for Database Most database tools are built for Database 
Administrators (DBA) and priced Administrators (DBA) and priced 
accordingly.  SQL Workshop, although accordingly.  SQL Workshop, although 
capable of performing all Database capable of performing all Database 
Administration functions, is tailored Administration functions, is tailored 
towards the developers of database objects towards the developers of database objects 
and applications.and applications.
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SQL Workshop 3.0 SQL Workshop 3.0 TMTM Overview Overview 
For example, application For example, application developers spend developers spend 
a majority of their time a majority of their time creating and testing creating and testing 
database objects, managing table data, database objects, managing table data, 
querying table data, and other similar querying table data, and other similar 
development tasks.  development tasks.  They spend little, if any They spend little, if any 
time time creating database devices, allocating creating database devices, allocating 
databases, managing database space, and databases, managing database space, and 
other tasks usually performed by database other tasks usually performed by database 
administrators.administrators.
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SQL Workshop 3.0 SQL Workshop 3.0 TMTM Overview Overview 
SQL Workshop is the SQL Workshop is the only toolonly tool that  that focuses focuses 
on the application developer on the application developer and provides and provides 
all of the functionality client/server all of the functionality client/server 
developers need to effectively do their jobs developers need to effectively do their jobs 
at a price that is at a price that is affordable to even the affordable to even the 
smallest development shopssmallest development shops..
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Major features of SQL Workshop include:Major features of SQL Workshop include:
�SQL Server SQL Server Stored Procedeure Stored Procedeure 

DebuggerDebugger
�Compares and transfersCompares and transfers data between  data between 

tablestables
�Windows interface forWindows interface for the SQL Server  the SQL Server 

Bulk Copy Program (Bulk Copy Program (BCPBCP))

SQL Workshop 3.0 SQL Workshop 3.0 Features Features TMTM
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�Reverse engineers Reverse engineers database database objects objects 
(tables, indexes, procedures, etc.).(tables, indexes, procedures, etc.).

�Automatically createsAutomatically creates SQL SELECT  SQL SELECT 
queriesqueries for you. for you.

�Imports and exports table dataImports and exports table data  
from/into Excel Spreadsheets.from/into Excel Spreadsheets.

SQL Workshop 3.0 SQL Workshop 3.0 Features Features TMTM
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�Searches for textSearches for text in SQL Server objects  in SQL Server objects 
throughout an entire serverthroughout an entire server..

�Extensive Extensive On-Line HelpOn-Line Help and  and SQL SQL 
Syntax ReferenceSyntax Reference..

�And more....And more....

SQL Workshop 3.0 SQL Workshop 3.0 Features Features TMTM
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SQL Workshop SQL Workshop can access any ODBC can access any ODBC 
compliant database compliant database (including Sybase (including Sybase 
System 10)System 10)  which distinguishes it from which distinguishes it from 
similar database products.similar database products.

SQL Workshop 3.0 SQL Workshop 3.0 TMTM Overview Overview 
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SQL Workshop SQL Workshop increases your productivityincreases your productivity  
and and reduces your development time reduces your development time byby  
automating many of the tasksautomating many of the tasks you perform  you perform 
to develop and maintain database objects.to develop and maintain database objects.
For example, SQL Workshop generates for For example, SQL Workshop generates for 
you, the SQL necessary to create all types you, the SQL necessary to create all types 
of stored procedures.of stored procedures.

SQL Workshop 3.0 SQL Workshop 3.0 TMTM Overview Overview 
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The following presentation (50 slides) will The following presentation (50 slides) will 
focus on the features of SQL Workshop that focus on the features of SQL Workshop that 
make it make it superior to other database superior to other database 
management toolsmanagement tools. . 
Use the keys/mouse buttons shown below Use the keys/mouse buttons shown below 
to navigate through the demo. Press the to navigate through the demo. Press the 
ESCAPE ESCAPE key tokey to exit  exit the demo at any time.the demo at any time.

SQL Workshop 3.0 SQL Workshop 3.0 TMTM Overview Overview 
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Introducing SQL Workshop 3.0...........Introducing SQL Workshop 3.0...........

SQL Workshop 3.0 SQL Workshop 3.0 TMTM Overview Overview 



�After logging onto a server/database  (called a datasource After logging onto a server/database  (called a datasource 
in SQL Workshop),  a list of Tables and Views within the in SQL Workshop),  a list of Tables and Views within the 
database are displayed.  You can use this list to quickly database are displayed.  You can use this list to quickly 
build and execute queries within SQL Workshop.build and execute queries within SQL Workshop.
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�Selecting one or more Tables/Views in the List, displays the Selecting one or more Tables/Views in the List, displays the 
columns in the Table or View in the Column List.  columns in the Table or View in the Column List.  

�From the column list you can select one or more columns From the column list you can select one or more columns 
you want to use in a SQL SELECT query.you want to use in a SQL SELECT query.



�Pop Up menus Pop Up menus are available by clicking the right mouse button over an object. are available by clicking the right mouse button over an object. They enable you to They enable you to 
quickly accomplish tasks related to a specific object.  For example, the Pop Up menu for the quickly accomplish tasks related to a specific object.  For example, the Pop Up menu for the 
Column List enables you to build a SQL Select Query for Column List enables you to build a SQL Select Query for ALL COLUMNSALL COLUMNS or just  for the  or just  for the 
columns selected.columns selected.

�Weíll use the Weíll use the Build SQL Statement Build SQL Statement option to build a query for the columns weíve selected.option to build a query for the columns weíve selected.
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�SQL Workshop builds a SQL SELECT query for the SQL Workshop builds a SQL SELECT query for the 
columns you selected.  Query Windows are used to create columns you selected.  Query Windows are used to create 
and execute SQL queries. and execute SQL queries. 

�You can enter and execute any valid SQL Query from a You can enter and execute any valid SQL Query from a 
Query Window. Query Window. 

�Up to 10 different Query Windows can be opened at one Up to 10 different Query Windows can be opened at one 
time.time.
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�SQL Workshop also provides facilities to automate the SQL Workshop also provides facilities to automate the 
process of creating process of creating SQL WHERE, ORDER BY, and SQL WHERE, ORDER BY, and 
GROUP BY clausesGROUP BY clauses..
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�In addition to using Pop Up Menus, you can use the In addition to using Pop Up Menus, you can use the toolbar toolbar 
to quickly accomplish tasks.  SQL Workshop provides a to quickly accomplish tasks.  SQL Workshop provides a 
toolbar button for the most commonly used tasks.toolbar button for the most commonly used tasks.

�The The RUN QUERYRUN QUERY toolbar button is used to execute the  toolbar button is used to execute the 
SQL in a Query Window.SQL in a Query Window.
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�Query Results are displayed within a Query Result Query Results are displayed within a Query Result 
Window where they can be Window where they can be viewed and printedviewed and printed..

�SQL Workshop can also SQL Workshop can also automatically load automatically load Query Query Results Results 
intointo your favorite  your favorite text editortext editor..
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�SQL Workshop provides many SQL Workshop provides many powerful features related to running queriespowerful features related to running queries. . 
�For example, you can load a result set into an editable grid.  This enables you to For example, you can load a result set into an editable grid.  This enables you to edit the results of edit the results of 

your queries which updates the tables used in the queryyour queries which updates the tables used in the query.  SQL Workshop is the .  SQL Workshop is the only tool only tool of its of its 
kind that letís you do this.kind that letís you do this.

�You can also You can also save a query result in a text delimited filesave a query result in a text delimited file that SQL Workshop can automatically load  that SQL Workshop can automatically load 
into a text editor or a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet.  The text delimited file can be used to import into a text editor or a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet.  The text delimited file can be used to import 
data into a table.data into a table.
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�Hereís an example of a result set in an editable grid.  Changing the result set data  Hereís an example of a result set in an editable grid.  Changing the result set data  
updates the underlying tablesupdates the underlying tables the result set was created from.  An  the result set was created from.  An unlimited unlimited 
number of tablesnumber of tables can be used and updated in a single query. can be used and updated in a single query.

�In our example above, the In our example above, the first_namefirst_name field in the  field in the employeeemployee table will be changed. table will be changed.
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�Now that youíve seen some of the query Now that youíve seen some of the query 
capabilities of SQL Workshop, letís take a capabilities of SQL Workshop, letís take a 
look at how SQL Workshop helps you look at how SQL Workshop helps you 
manage database objects.manage database objects.

�SQL Workshop enables you to SQL Workshop enables you to easily reverse easily reverse 
engineer database objectsengineer database objects. . 

�This is the This is the Table Details WindowTable Details Window.  It displays .  It displays 
information about the columns in a table, information about the columns in a table, 
indexes of a table, and any SQL Server indexes of a table, and any SQL Server 
Triggers on the table.Triggers on the table.
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�To To reverse engineerreverse engineer a database object,  a database object, 
simply simply drag-and-dropdrag-and-drop the object to  the object to 
a Query Window.a Query Window.
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�SQL Workshop SQL Workshop retrieves the SQL retrieves the SQL 
Script of the object from the Script of the object from the 
databasedatabase.  You can now easily .  You can now easily 
change and reload the object back to change and reload the object back to 
the database.the database.
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�You can also use Pop Up Menus You can also use Pop Up Menus 
to reverse engineer objects.to reverse engineer objects.
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�SQL Workshop SQL Workshop saves you timesaves you time  
by by automaticallyautomatically  creatingcreating the  the 
necessarynecessary DROP statements DROP statements  
for you.  for you.  

�SQL SQL GRANTGRANT and  and USE USE 
DATABASEDATABASE statements can  statements can 
also be created for you.also be created for you.

�Letís assume Letís assume we need to change we need to change 
our existing table layoutour existing table layout to  to 
remove the remove the last_review_datelast_review_date  
and and salarysalary fields. fields.
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�Simply rename the Simply rename the 
table, erase the two table, erase the two 
fields, and execute fields, and execute 
the SQL. the SQL. 
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�Itís that easy.Itís that easy.
�Now weíll see how Now weíll see how SQL Workshop helps you SQL Workshop helps you 

manage and migrate table datamanage and migrate table data. . 
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�SQL Workshop provides various ways to migrate SQL Workshop provides various ways to migrate 
data from one table to another.  One way is using data from one table to another.  One way is using 
the the Save Result In Export Format  query optionSave Result In Export Format  query option..

�This option enables you to This option enables you to store the results of ANY store the results of ANY 
query into a text delimited filequery into a text delimited file.  You can .  You can extract extract 
and format the results any way youíd likeand format the results any way youíd like..

�Weíll create a query to select all columns from the Weíll create a query to select all columns from the 
employeeemployee table except the two columns we  table except the two columns we 
removed.removed.
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�Turn on the Turn on the Save Result Save Result 
In Export Format In Export Format 
query optionquery option, and run , and run 
the SQL.....the SQL.....
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�SQL Workshop prompts SQL Workshop prompts 
you for the data you for the data 
delimiter. delimiter. 

�It also prompts you for It also prompts you for 
the file to save the the file to save the 
delimited text into.delimited text into.
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�SQL Workshop SQL Workshop notifies younotifies you when the query  when the query 
completes and gives you the opportunity to review completes and gives you the opportunity to review 
and modify the exported data.and modify the exported data.
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�Choosing YES Choosing YES loads the data into the text loads the data into the text 
editor of your choiceeditor of your choice..

�Here you see the Here you see the 5 rows of exported data5 rows of exported data  
displayed in the Windows notepad.displayed in the Windows notepad.
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�Another way to copy dataAnother way to copy data  
fromfrom a table is using the  a table is using the 
SQL Workshop Bulk Copy SQL Workshop Bulk Copy 
Facility (BCP)Facility (BCP).  This .  This 
facility also enables you to facility also enables you to 
copy data copy data intointo a table. a table.

�The The BCP Table Data BCP Table Data 
WindowWindow provides a  provides a GUI GUI 
InterfaceInterface to the  to the 
cumbersome cumbersome SQL Server SQL Server 
Bulk Copy ProgramBulk Copy Program..

�Weíll use this facility to copy Weíll use this facility to copy 
the data weíve just the data weíve just 
exported into our new exported into our new 
employee table.employee table.
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�No more hassles  No more hassles  
closing Windows, closing Windows, 
exiting to DOS, and exiting to DOS, and 
formatting the BCP formatting the BCP 
command linecommand line ! ! ! ! ! !
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�SQL Workshop is the SQL Workshop is the only database toolonly database tool that can  that can compare and transfercompare and transfer data between tables.   data between tables.  
The The tablestables can even can even exist on different servers and be different database types exist on different servers and be different database types (i.e. Oracle and  (i.e. Oracle and 
Sybase).Sybase).

�SQL Workshop SQL Workshop compares the data in each tablecompares the data in each table, row by row.  It then inserts and updates rows , row by row.  It then inserts and updates rows 
of data into the Destination Table based on the options you choose.of data into the Destination Table based on the options you choose.

�This is invaluable in managing and comparing tables in a multi-database environment. This is invaluable in managing and comparing tables in a multi-database environment. 
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�SQL Workshop can SQL Workshop can insert rows of datainsert rows of data into  into 
the destination table that exist in the the destination table that exist in the 
Source Table, but do not exist in the Source Table, but do not exist in the 
Destination Table.Destination Table.
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�It  can also It  can also update rows of dataupdate rows of data  (or only   (or only 
columns that you choose)  in the columns that you choose)  in the 
Destination Table.  The rows are updated Destination Table.  The rows are updated 
with the data of matching rows in the with the data of matching rows in the 
Source Table.Source Table.
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�The The SimulateSimulate and   and  Report Data DifferencesReport Data Differences  
options enable you to options enable you to review the changesreview the changes  
that will be made to the Destination Table that will be made to the Destination Table 
prior to updating the tableprior to updating the table..
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�The The Data Transfer ReportData Transfer Report displays detailed  displays detailed 
information about the data transfer process.information about the data transfer process.

�In the above example, two rows of data will be In the above example, two rows of data will be 
updated in the Destination Table.updated in the Destination Table.
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�SQL Workshop provides SQL Workshop provides many powerful featuresmany powerful features when working with  when working with 
Sybase/SQL Server databases.Sybase/SQL Server databases.

�The Referencing Objects Window The Referencing Objects Window displays procedures, triggers, and displays procedures, triggers, and 
views that reference a a selected table in the Tables/Views List.views that reference a a selected table in the Tables/Views List.

�Unlike other toolsUnlike other tools that query the  that query the sysdependssysdepends table (which is not always  table (which is not always 
correct), SQL Workshop correct), SQL Workshop scans the databasescans the database looking for objects  looking for objects 
referencing the table.  This referencing the table.  This ensures the results presented are accurateensures the results presented are accurate..
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�If no table is selected when the If no table is selected when the 
Referencing Objects Window is opened, Referencing Objects Window is opened, 
all objects in the database are displayed.all objects in the database are displayed.

�You can You can drag-and-dropdrag-and-drop  any objectany object in the  in the 
list list to a Query Windowto a Query Window, or use the Pop , or use the Pop 
Up menu Up menu to retrieve the SQL Scriptto retrieve the SQL Script of  of 
the object.the object.
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�SQL Workshop retrieves the SQL SQL Workshop retrieves the SQL 
Script of the selected object.Script of the selected object.

�You can now change the SQL and You can now change the SQL and 
reload the object back into the reload the object back into the 
database.database.
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�SQL Workshop is the SQL Workshop is the ONLY TOOLONLY TOOL  
available that enables you to available that enables you to Debug Debug 
Stored ProceduresStored Procedures within the Windows  within the Windows 
Environment.Environment.
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�SQL Workshop displays the text of a stored procedure SQL Workshop displays the text of a stored procedure 
and all variables within the procedure.and all variables within the procedure.

�You can You can select which variables you want to displayselect which variables you want to display and  and 
also also place break pointsplace break points at various lines lines within the  at various lines lines within the 
procedure.procedure.
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�When you run the procedure, SQL Workshop When you run the procedure, SQL Workshop displays displays 
the variablesthe variables you selected at the break points youíve  you selected at the break points youíve 
set.set.

�Timing information is also displayed that enables you Timing information is also displayed that enables you 
to to easily find performance problemseasily find performance problems in your  in your 
procedures.procedures.

�SQL Workshop enables you to SQL Workshop enables you to debug even the most debug even the most 
complex stored procedurescomplex stored procedures..
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�The The TRACE ALLTRACE ALL Debug option runs the stored  Debug option runs the stored 
procedure and displays the values of all variables procedure and displays the values of all variables 
selected at each break point set.selected at each break point set.
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�This is a great way to This is a great way to find performance problemsfind performance problems and errors  and errors 
in ìloopî logic.in ìloopî logic.
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�The Server Search Faciltiy enables The Server Search Faciltiy enables 
you to you to search database objects for search database objects for 
a specific text valuea specific text value..

�A list of objects containing the text A list of objects containing the text 
entered is displayed. entered is displayed. 

�You can You can print the list or easily print the list or easily 
retrieve the SQL scriptretrieve the SQL script of any  of any 
object displayed in the list object displayed in the list using using 
drag-and-dropdrag-and-drop..
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�SQL Workshop retrieves the SQL Workshop retrieves the 
SQL Script of the selected SQL Script of the selected 
object containing the text object containing the text 
being searched for.being searched for.
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�In addition to using drag-and-drop, In addition to using drag-and-drop, 
SQL Workshop enables you to SQL Workshop enables you to create create 
and maintain all database objects and maintain all database objects 
using an intuitive GUI interface.using an intuitive GUI interface.

�Simply select the object from the list, Simply select the object from the list, 
change the text, and re-load the change the text, and re-load the 
object back into the database.object back into the database.
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�Unlike Unlike other database tools that force you to other database tools that force you to 
manually enter SQLmanually enter SQL to create database  to create database 
objects, SQL Workshop objects, SQL Workshop saves you timesaves you time by  by 
generating SQL for yougenerating SQL for you..
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�For example, For example, to create a new procedureto create a new procedure simply: simply:
�Select the type of procedure you want to Select the type of procedure you want to 

create.create.
�Enter the procedure name.Enter the procedure name.
�Choose the table you want to create the Choose the table you want to create the 

procedure for.procedure for.
�Select the input parameters.Select the input parameters.



�SQL Workshop SQL Workshop creates ALL the creates ALL the 
necessary SQL for you.necessary SQL for you.

�You can You can customize the SQLcustomize the SQL  
generated, or have SQL Workshop generated, or have SQL Workshop 
automatically load it into the automatically load it into the 
database for youdatabase for you..
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�SQL Workshop also saves you time by SQL Workshop also saves you time by providing numerous predefined queriesproviding numerous predefined queries that you commonly  that you commonly 
use.use.

�This This eliminates the need for you to type the SQLeliminates the need for you to type the SQL necessary to get the information you need. necessary to get the information you need.
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�The The KILL ProcessesKILL Processes query enables you to  query enables you to monitor and monitor and 
KILL Active ProcessesKILL Active Processes if you have the authority to do so. if you have the authority to do so.

�Simply Simply select one or more processesselect one or more processes from the list and  press  from the list and  press 
the delete key or use the Pop Up Menu to the delete key or use the Pop Up Menu to KILL the KILL the 
ProcessesProcesses..
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�In addition to In addition to extensive online extensive online 
help and documentationhelp and documentation, SQL , SQL 
Workshop Workshop eliminates the need eliminates the need 
to remember complex SQL to remember complex SQL 
syntaxsyntax by enabling you to   by enabling you to  view view 
and paste SQL syntax into and paste SQL syntax into 
query windowsquery windows..

�You can then customize the syntax You can then customize the syntax 
to meet your needs.to meet your needs.



Major features :Major features :
�SQL Server SQL Server Stored Procedeure Stored Procedeure 

DebuggerDebugger
�Compares and transfersCompares and transfers data between  data between 

tablestables
�Windows interface forWindows interface for the SQL Server  the SQL Server 

Bulk Copy Program (Bulk Copy Program (BCPBCP))
�Reverse engineer Reverse engineer database database objectsobjects..

SQL Workshop 3.0 SQL Workshop 3.0 TMTM Review Review 



�Automatically createsAutomatically creates SQL SELECT  SQL SELECT 
queriesqueries for you. for you.

�Import and export table dataImport and export table data from/into  from/into 
Excel Spreadsheets.Excel Spreadsheets.

�Search for textSearch for text in SQL Server objects  in SQL Server objects 
throughout an entire serverthroughout an entire server..

�Extensive Extensive On-Line HelpOn-Line Help and  and SQL SQL 
Syntax ReferenceSyntax Reference..

�And More........And More........

SQL Workshop 3.0 SQL Workshop 3.0 TMTM Review Review 



SQL Workshop is available for SQL Workshop is available for only $ 299.00 (US) only $ 299.00 (US) 
per copy.  Site licenses are available.per copy.  Site licenses are available.

OrderOrder SQL Workshop  SQL Workshop todaytoday by telephone or by  by telephone or by 
mailing the SQL Workshop order form included with mailing the SQL Workshop order form included with 
this demonstration to:this demonstration to:

Analytical Solutions, Inc.Analytical Solutions, Inc.

3857 Foxwood Rd.3857 Foxwood Rd.

Duluth, GA 30136 USADuluth, GA 30136 USA

Tel: (404) 416-8821Tel: (404) 416-8821

Visa, MasterCard, and purchase orders acceptedVisa, MasterCard, and purchase orders accepted

SQL Workshop 3.0 SQL Workshop 3.0 TMTM OrderingOrdering



SQL Workshop 3.0 SQL Workshop 3.0 TMTM

Thank You for viewing the SQL Workshop Thank You for viewing the SQL Workshop 
3.0 demonstration !3.0 demonstration !
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